Introduction
The determination of the 3-D shape and density structure of the terrestrial atomic neutral H-exosphere is an important research aim of the TWINS mission (Two Wide-angle Imaging Neutral-atom Spectrometers) (McComas et al., 2009) with maximum spacecraft altitudes of about 7.2 R E . Therefore, both of the two TWINS satellites are equipped with 2 Lyman-α detectors (121.67 nm), which continuously measure the resonantly backscattered solar Lyman-α radiation of the exospheric hydrogen along a line of sight (LOS). This resonantly scattered Lyman-α glow is the terrestrial neutral H-geocorona. Since the outermost atmospheric layers are optically thin for this Lyman-α scattering process, the neutral H-column density along a line of sight is directly proportional to its measured Lyman-α-intensity. For geocentric distances < 3 R E , however, the neutral H-geocorona turns to be optically thick.
Since the earliest measurements of the resonantly scattered Lyman-α radiation from the exosphere based on high altitude rocket experiments and satellites (Kupperian et al., 1959; Carruthers et al., 1976) , different numerical density models of the exospheric hydrogen distribution have been developed (e.g. Johnson, 1961; Chamberlain, 1963; Thomas and Bohlin, 1972; Fahr and Shizgal, 1983; Rairden et al., 1986; Bishop, 1991; Hodges, 1994; Østgaard et al., 2003) .
The TWINS1/2 spacecraft provide data from 4 separate Lyman-α detectors mounted on the two different satellites, which are simultaneously and continuously observing the exospheric Lyman-α glow. As a result the spatial coverage of the TWINS1/2 data opens up new possibilities to determine the exospheric 3-D H-density structure. Earlier TWINS1 data studies resulted in H-density profiles revealing the 3-D
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H-density structures of the H-geocorona between June and September 2008 and can be found in Zoennchen et al. (2011 Zoennchen et al. ( , 2010 and Bailey and Gruntman (2011) .
Very different from the earlier TWINS1 results, this work is now based on both TWINS1 and TWIN2 data from an extended period between June 2008 and June 2010. The data used are partly observed simultaneously by both TWINS1/2 satellites. The aim of this analysis was the determination of two separate exospheric hydrogen models for equinox and summer solstice under solar minimum conditions. The usage of line of sight Lyman-α measurements of both TWINS1/2 satellites substantially increased the exospheric coverage, because both TWINS satellites are observing the same Hgeocorona from very different orbital positions with different lines of sight. The improved coverage is of critical importance to fit more reliable global H-density distribution for one single seasonal day (i.e. summer solstice and equinox).
The mathematical model used in this work is based on a tomographic enfolding of the line of sight measurements aiming at a data fit by coefficients of a spherical harmonic expansion (Zoennchen, 2006; Zoennchen et al., 2010; Nass et al., 2006; Bailey and Gruntman, 2011) without restricting assumptions for specific (i.e. angle) symmetries.
Approach
The measured Lyman-α intensity is the sum of the geocoronal and the interplanetary Lyman-α glow. With respect to the geocentric Earth intersection distances of the LAD-lines of sight, the interplanetary glow usually accounts for 10-50 percent of the measured intensities. To reduce the interplanetary part we subtract all daily calculated sky maps of the interplanetary Lyman-α glow based on a "hot-model" (see Sect. 12) .
Between June 2008 and June 2010, the Sun had a relatively stationary Lyman-α emission at a very low activity level. For the seasonal H-density analysis, two separate seasonal TWINS1/2 datasets were created: The summer-solstice dataset includes TWINS1/2 data from the two solar summer solstices of 2008 and 2010 (see Fig. 1 ). The equinox dataset includes TWINS1/2 data from all of the solar equinox seasons between fall 2008 and spring 2010 (see Fig. 3 ). The fall-and spring equinox are assumed to lead to similar exospheric hydrogen density distributions under the assumption of nearly identical solar activity conditions, because both equinox seasons have the same solar tilt angle with respect to the Earth Equator of 0 • . More details of the two datasets are described in Sects. 5 and 6.
In order to avoid possible solar contamination, all measurements with a solar zenith angle ≤ 90 • of the detectors LOS were excluded. Unfortunately, this solar stray light effect particularly reduces the number of valid dayside measurements. In our calculations we assume single scattering under optically thin conditions, which is not a viable assumption below 3 R E . Therefore, measurements with the Earthintersection distance (r E.i.d. ) r E.i.d. < 3 R E are excluded. Additionally, we exclude all measurements where the line of sight intersects the Earth shadow (treated as a cylinder with 1.2 R E radius).
The model fits in this work represent the time-invariant neutral exospheric H density distributions for the two seasons summer solstice and equinox under solar minimum conditions and thus allow the study of seasonal structural differences.
A description of the resonant Lyman-α scattering process within the neutral exosphere, the method of enfolding the line of sight integrated TWINS-LAD data into a 3-D neutral H density distribution and details about the TWINS-LAD instrument can be found in Zoennchen (2006) , Nass et al. (2006) , Zoennchen et al. (2010) , and Bailey and Gruntman (2011) .
Coordinate system
As described in Zoennchen et al. (2011) , we use standard GSE-coordinates to fit the neutral exospheric hydrogen distribution with the geocentric distance r in R E . The x-y-plane is equal to the ecliptic plane, the z-axis points towards the ecliptic north pole. The longitudinal angle φ is counted from 0 • (solar direction) counter clockwise to 360 • (with 180 • at the antisolar direction). The latitudinal angle θ is counted from the z-axis (0 • at the ecliptic north pole) to 180 • (at the ecliptic south pole).
Observational coverage
The observational coverage of the circumterrestrial exospheric space is of critical importance for the quality of a global exospheric hydrogen distribution fit. Particularly the combination of TWINS1/2-data from different years (2008) (2009) (2010) provide a significantly improved exospheric coverage compared to earlier TWINS Lyman-α analyses. The spatial coverage is increasing when the TWINS satellites observe the H-geocorona at the same seasonal day from very different orbital positions (see Figs. 1 and 3 ). There is a longitudinal apogee drift of both TWINS of about 3-4 • per month, which is responsible for the fact that TWINS1 sees the summersolstice H-geocorona in 2010 from a roughly 80-90 • different apogee longitude, compared to 2008. Over 2 years that orbital drift allows for the observation of very different angular regions of the same seasonal geocoronal situation and improves the spatial coverage.
We assume an identical H-geocorona for the same seasonal days in different years as long as the solar activity does not change (the case between mid-2008 and mid-2010) . In that context, "same seasonal day" means all days of the year with the same tilt angle of the Earth-Sun line against the Earth Equator. This assumption allows the combined fit of TWINS1/2 data of the same seasonal days from different years.
The summer solstice dataset
In assembling the summer-solstice dataset, we used TWINS1/2 LAD1/2 stereo data from 20 June 2008 and TWINS1 LAD1/2 data from 20 June 2010. These are the days of the solar summer-solstice conditions in 2008 and 2010; therefore, this combined dataset represents the typical "summer-solstice" seasonal day in that sense. Figure 1 shows the longitudinal apogee positions of the TWINS1/2 spacecraft relative to the solar direction of all observations in the summer-solstice dataset. It contains LAD1/2 observations taken from 3 different TWINS1/2 apogee positions relative to the solar direction and has about 52 000 lines of sight in total. Figure 2 gives an estimate of the observational coverage quality in the summer-solstice dataset. Lines of sight intersections with the ecliptic plane (top) and the polar meridional plane (bottom), respectively, are plotted (each plane within an angluar extent of ±25 • in GSE latitude, respectively, in GSE longitude). In the ecliptic plane, the dusk region and the region just prior to dawn are the best covered. At the dayside between dawn and dusk, the coverage in longitude is roughly complete between 3-5 R E . The dayside longdistance lines of sight are missing, because they were mostly removed (avoided regions) due to solar stray light. In the polar meridional-plane figure it is apparent that the Northern Hemisphere is far better covered than the Southern Hemisphere. 
The equinox dataset
Different from the yearly summer-solstice season, the solar equinox constellation returns within half a year (springand fall equinox). That introduces the possibility to combine spring-and fall-equinox data to one equinox dataset. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal apogee positions of the TWINS1/2-spacecraft relative to the solar direction of all observations in the equinox dataset. As visible from Fig. 3 , the seasonal equinox situation also is well represented by both TWINS spacecraft observing the H-geocorona from very different (apogee) positions. The equinox dataset contains about 71 500 lines of sight. Figure 4 shows the observational coverage quality of the equinox dataset in the ecliptic and the polar meridional plane, respectively, using the same LOS-intersection conditions as in Fig. 2 . In the ecliptic region the coverage here is longitudinally more complete than for the solstice dataset. Particularly the dayside has a better coverage, but the dayside LOS with intersection distances > 5.5 R E are also missing (avoidance region due to solar stray light). In the polar meridional region the coverage is comparable to the solstice dataset with a better coverage in the Northern than the Southern Hemisphere.
Data selection and processing
The combined seasonal days of TWINS1/2 LAD observations between 2008 and 2010 within the summer solstice dataset and the equinox dataset, respectively, are listed in Table 1.
The procedure to mark and exclude "invalid" data from the analysis was done following identical rules as described in Zoennchen et al. (2011) . That means, for example, that lines of sight with an Earth-shadow intersection or those taken dur- ing invalid spacecraft operation times are removed. Furthermore, a minimal geocentric Earth intersection distance for every valid line of sight of ≥ 3 R E is required to fulfill the optically thin condition for the single scattering approximation. Finally, lines of sight with an intersection of a Lyman-α bright star of the galaxy are removed from the selection.
We obtained the solar Lyman-α line-center flux from the total solar Lyman-α flux as taken from SORCE SOLSTICE (see Sect. 11 and Fig. 6 ), adjusted by a factor resulting from the formula given by Emerich et al. (2005) . The correction of the interplanetary Lyman-α background radiation is described in Sect. 12. geocoronal attenuation of the solar Lyman-α flux was corrected in a similar way as practiced by Østgaard et al. (2003) . All other corrections (e.g. Earth albedo Lyman-α glow, bright star removements and neutralized subsonic solar wind protons) were done as described in Zoennchen et al. (2010) . Figure 5 shows the Lyman-α intensities (recalibrated and interplanetary background corrected) against the Earth intersection distances in R E of all TWINS1/2 LAD1/2 lines of sight collected in the datasets of equinox (left) and summer solstice (right).
LAD-sensor relative calibration
Both of the TWINS1/2 spacecraft are equipped with two LAD-sensors each, which are mounted on an actuator platform. This platform permanently rotates 180 • forward and 180 • backward during the mission. Caused by this actuator's rotation cycle, each LAD-sensor covers a 180 • half circle of the sky with a field of view angle of 4 • . The 180 • rotation in one direction takes roughly 90 s.
At the start-point and the end-point (turning points) of the actuator's half circle rotations, the lines of sight of both LAD1/2 sensors are (nearly) overlapping and pointing more or less in the same direction. That means that LAD1 and LAD2 are looking into the same direction in the sky with a time difference of 90 s. These two turning points (where the actuator changes its rotation direction) can be used for the determination of the relative in-flight calibration factor f rel = I LAD1 /I LAD2 particularly close to the apogee positions, where the spacecraft are moving relatively slowly (Zoennchen, 2006) . Ideally, the relative calibration factor f rel between the two LAD sensors on a TWINS satellite is expected to be always at the value of 1. Essentially, both LADs should see simi- lar Lyman-α intensities coming from the same region in the sky at the actuator's turning points. However, the analysis of the TWINS1/2 data clearly shows a remarkable deviation from f rel ≈ 1 over time (see Table 1 ). This can be explained with a time dependent (absolute) sensitivity of one or both LAD-sensors (detectors, filters, etc.). The reason for that LAD-sensitivity change (which seems to occur individually for each LAD) is unclear so far. Nevertheless, its existence makes it unavoidable to recalibrate the absolute effectivity factors of all LADs in order to be able to transform the LAD-measurements from counts/s to usable physical units like Rayleigh [R] (for the procedure see the following Sect. 9). Between June-September 2008, TWINS1 is very close to its ideal value for the LAD1/LAD2 relative calibration factor f rel ≈ 1 (see Table 1 ). Therefore, we can assume that both of the TWINS1 LAD sensors do not need a recalibration during that period. However, TWINS1 data of 2010 are showing values of f rel ≈ 0.65 (spring 2010) and f rel ≈ 0.75 (summer 2010). This is a clear deviation from f rel ≈ 1 and those TWINS1 data therefore need an absolute recalibration.
The TWINS2 LAD-sensors started in June 2008 with a relative calibration factor of f rel = 1.7, remarkably different from its ideal value of 1. Later, the relative calibration factor came down to values between 0.85 und 1.0. Therefore, TWINS2 data need an absolute recalibration from the very beginning. The initial deviation of the TWINS2 LAD sensors from its ideal relative calibration value of 1 is not explained yet but may have occured during the storage period of over 5 years by some unknown effects of the spacecraft on ground before launch.
LAD-sensor absolute recalibration
Both TWINS1/2 spacecraft do not provide a direct facility for an in-flight recalibration of the absolute LAD sensitivity. Therefore, an indirect method is needed to quantify this absolute LAD sensitivity factors in flight. Important for any method is the existence of a (assumed to be) stable source of Lyman-α radiation with a well-known Lyman-α intensity inside the sensitivity range of the LAD-sensors. In the www.ann-geophys.net/31/513/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 513-527, 2013 following we will discuss a recalibration method based on exospheric hydrogen Lyman-α intensity profiles under stable solar activity conditions: Between June-September 2008 the daily geocoronal Lyman-α intensity profiles were measured with the very well calibrated TWINS1 LAD sensors (see Sect. 8). Therefore we will call those profiles "reference profiles" for solar minimum conditions, because we can assume a quite exact knowledge of their Lyman-α intensity values.
For the same seasonal days (i.e. in different years) and under the same solar activity conditions, the geocoronal Lyman-α intensity profiles will not change remarkably. Therefore, the TWINS1 reference profiles can be used as well-known Lyman-α calibration sources for adequate seasonal days and under solar minimum conditions. The reference profiles may have an additional error in their stability or their absolute intensity values, but nevertheless they seemed to be the best sources at the moment we can use to perform the in-flight recalibration of the LAD sensitivity.
In fact, this method is a recalibration of TWINS1/2 LAD data against the reference data of TWINS1 from JuneSeptember 2008. There is a cross check criterion, which can prove its correctness: If successfully recalibrated the new absolute LAD sensitivity factors should naturally lead to new relative calibration factors f rel,recal between LAD1/2 stable at the ideal value of ≈ 1. This criterion is fulfilled by our method (see Tables 2 and 3) .
Stereo observing TWINS1 and TWINS2 spacecraft produces during complete orbits many lines of sight, which either penetrate the H-geocorona in the same (or very nearby) spatial regions or which cross each other. In the mathematical sense, those overlapping or crossing lines of sight represent border conditions in the tomographic enfolding, which constrain the possible solution space in a very effective way. Another constraining factor is the power law dominated geocoronal Lyman-α intensity profile. Despite angular variations of second order the exospheric Lyman-α intensity I (r) value at a given geocentric distance r is in the first order deriveable from a power law. At a given time this r-dependent power law profile is always very similar and observable from any possible orbital position of a TWINS spacecraft. Therefore it can be used for recalibration purposes. Furthermore, the Lyman-α intensity power law profile will not change as long as the solar activity conditions are stable. Based on these arguments we can assume that the wellknown "reference power law profiles", as we can provide them from measurements by TWINS1 from 2008, can be used for absolute calibration purposes of other (unknown) calibrated TWINS-data. Mandatory for this practice are an unchanged solar activity and identical seasonal days for the reference and the unkown calibrated Lyman-α intensity profile, respectively. Both conditions are fulfilled in our analysis since the Sun was quite stable at a low activity level until mid-2010 and the TWINS1 reference profiles are available for both (summer-) solstice and (fall-) equinox.
The absolute recalibration procedure itself is an exospheric hydrogen density fit with free fitable LAD sensitivity factors of the unknown calibrated data and constant LAD sensitivity factors of the TWINS1 reference measurements. Mostly overlapping or crossing lines of sight between the reference and the unknown calibrated data will be used for the recalibration as mentioned. As the fit result, the new calibration factors of the LAD with the changed sensitivity for a particular seasonal day of the year are quantified. In this paper this procedure was done to recalibrate TWINS1/2 data for the seasonal conditions (spring-and fall) equinox and summer solstice against the corresponding TWINS1-reference profiles separately. In detail, TWINS1 data from spring equinox and summer solstice of 2010, TWINS2 data from summer solstice 2008, fall equinox 2008 and spring-/fall equinox 2009 were recalibrated against the TWINS1 reference data between June-September 2008 (see Tables 2 und 3) .
After the successful determination of the TWINS1/2 absolute LAD-calibration factors, we checked the control criterion concerning their new relative calibration factors f rel,recal ≈ 1 between the two sensors LAD1/LAD2 of one spacecraft for spatial overlapping measurements at the actuator turning points. Tables 2 and 3 clearly show that the application of the new absolute calibrations factors results in a very good value of about 1 for the new relative calibration factors f rel,recal .
It became clear that TWINS2 has a factor of roughly 1.5 higher LAD-sensitivity compared to TWINS1. On the other hand, that higher effectivity leads to a shorter lifetime for Ann. Geophys., 31, 513-527, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/513/2013/ the TWINS2 LAD because of the higher detector exhausting rate. As a methodical test, the absolute calibration procedure was performed with the known exospheric hydrogen distribution from Hodges (1994) and testwise shifted (decalibrated) LAD-sensitivity factors of one satellite. The sensitivity factors of the other satellite were treated as constant. In every test case the method resulted with the correct (unshifted) sensitivity factors of the before testwise-shifted LAD.
10 Scattering phase function correction Brandt and Chamberlain (1959) described an angular intensity dependence I (α) of the scattered Lyman-α photons with respect to the direction of the incoming (solar) Lyman-α photons as follows:
The maximal (percentage) variation of this angular dependence compared to the isotropic case is +16.7 % for α = 0 • , 180 • and −8.3 % for α = 90 • , 270 • . That means, in other words, there is a relatively small preference for forward/backward scattering in the Lyman-α resonant scattering process. We correct our model scattering calculations by the inclusion of the phase function from Eq. (1). Since the numerical corrections due to this phase function are relatively small, our test fits of the neutral exospheric H-density distribution with and without consideration of the phase function show very small quantitative differences.
Solar conditions
Between June 2008 and October 2009, the solar activity conditions were quite stable and at an extraordinary low level. From October 2009 to June 2010, the solar activity level began to increase slightly but remained on a relatively low level. The total solar Lyman-α flux between June 2008-June 2010 as measured by TIMED SEE and SORCE SOL-STICE calibrated to UARS SOLSTICE level (Woods et al., 2000) (provided by LASP, Laboratory For Atmospheric And Space Physics, University of Boulder, Colorado) is shown in Fig. 6 . Additionally, all seasonal days we used in the summer solstice and in the equinox dataset, respectively, are marked as red points in Fig. 6 . A maximum flux increase of about 10 % until June 2010 compared to June 2008 was observed together with an increasing level of variability.
In this paper we assume that a 10 % higher solar Lyman-α flux level and its slightly increased variability until June 2010 compared to 2008 is too small to cause remarkable changes of the neutral geocoronal H-density distribution. As a consequence of this assumption, we basically expect to see the 
Interplanetary Lyman-α background
Due to scattered Lyman-α radiation by the interstellar hydrogen density distribution inside the heliosphere, there exists a background signal, which has to be considered and subtracted in our model. In order to calculate this contribution, we use a hot model of this density distribution (Fahr, 1971; Thomas, 1978) . For the incoming flow vector we use the ecliptic longitude = 252.5 • and the ecliptic latitude = 8.8 • (Lallement et al., 2005) as LISM wind vector coordinates.
The bulk velocity and the temperature is assumed to be v 0 = 22 km s −1 and T = 12 000 K (Costa et al., 1999) . The neutral H-density at the termination shock is adopted to be n 0 = 0.1 cm −3 (Bzowski et al., 2008) .
To take into account the solar influence on the nearby hydrogen density distribution, we use existent databases. In order to calculate the ionization rate by charge exchange, we use the solar wind proton density and velocity as published taken from Bzowski (2001) . The so gained values are then averaged over a period of one year. The latitudinal dependence of this ionization rate is also considered, assuming a sinusoidal variation between the ecliptic and polar ionization rates (Witt et al., 1979) . The asymmetry parameter A is assumed to be 0.5 in 2008/2009 and 0.3 in 2010 (Sokol et al., 2012) . The ecliptic longitude of the ascending node of the solar equator (J2000) is 75.77 • . The inclination of the solar equator to the ecliptic is 7.25 • . In order to calculate the EUV ionization rates, we use the F10.7 cm measurements taken from the UK solar system data center (http://www.wdc.rl.ac.uk), average these data over one solar rotation period and then use a proxy correlation function (see Bzowski et al., 2013) . The ratio between the solar radiation pressure force and the gravitational force can be (as usual) calculated by using the solar Lyman-α line center intensity. The total solar Lyman-α flux is taken from the LASP database. After averaging these data over one solar rotation period, we use a proxy function given by Emerich et al. (2005) .
The images in Fig. 7 show the interstellar Lyman-α intensity maps for summer solstice 2010 and fall equinox 2009 as an example.
Mathematical model of the H-Geocorona
As the mathematical model for the neutral terrestrial Hdensity distribution between 3-10 R E (within the optically thin regime), the spherical harmonic representation up to a polynomial number l = 2 is used:
with
where Y lm (θ ) are the spherical harmonic Legendrepolynomials. This coefficient parameterization is based on the simplified version of the Hodges (1994) model that was employed by Zoennchen et al. (2010) and is also used with some modifications in this work. The geocoronal coverage in this analysis could be improved tremendously by the involvement of (partly stereo) data from TWINS1 and TWINS2 using LAD-lines of sight from very different orbital positions as described in Sects. 4-6. This improvement makes it possible to allow for fully 3-D angular dependences of both longitude φ and latitude θ within the model. As a consequence of that, all coefficients A lm and B lm of the spherical harmonic expansion were treated as freely fitable within the model. Different from Zoennchen et al. (2011) , in this work we replaced the r-dependence of the A lm (r)-and B lm (r)-coefficients by the natural logarithmic functions
with constant A 00 = 1. Restoration tests of the Hodges (1994) model based on TWINS1/2 lines of sight brought the result that this logarithmic r-dependence of A lm (r) and B lm (r) can restore the Hodges (1994) model substantially better than the earlier used linear approach.
To approximate particularly the N (r)-term, a power law N (r) = c · r −k function was used (with r as the geocentric distance in R E ).
For lower geocentric distances < 3 R E (where the Hgeocorona turns to be optically thick), we adapted a Chamberlain-like model as described in Sect. 15. ., 31, 513-527, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/513/2013/ Fig. 8 . Geocoronal H-density distribution fits for summer solstice (top), equinox (middle) and both averaged (bottom) separately as ecliptic cut (left side) and polar meridional cut (right side). The density contours for all 6 images are from outside to inside: 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 225, 337 cm −3 .
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Model fits for equinox and summer solstice
Based on the two separately assembled TWINS1/2-datasets for the equinox-and the summer-solstice seasons, we fit two separate seasonal neutral exospheric H-density models, which should be representative of the respective seasons under adequate solar minimum conditions. Additionally, these two seasonal models were averaged together into one seasonal-averaged model (in the following called "averaged model").
The fit results for the two seasonal and also the (seasonal) averaged geocoronal H-density distributions are presented as contour plots in Fig. 8 (left images: ecliptic cuts, right images: polar meridional cuts). The corresponding fit coefficients of each model fit are listed separately in the following Tables 4 (summer solstice), 5 (equinox) and 6 (seasonal averaged) with r as the geocentric Earth distance in Earth radii R E . The listed A lm and B lm coefficients need to be multiplied with 10 −4 (with the exception of A 00 ).
As visible in Fig. 8 , the angular structures of the exospheric hydrogen distributions seem to be strongly aligned with the Earth-Sun line. This alignment is manifest in the fit results independent from the season. A cigar-like shape of the density structure (in both cuts) is obvious. This encourages our expectation that the shape of the terrestrial neutral H exosphere is mainly Sun-controlled.
The different angular dependences are discussed in the following Sects. 18-21. The clearly pronounced Earth-Sun line alignment of the geocoronal H-density shape which we found in our fits is different from results published by Bailey and Gruntman (2011) who presented a somewhat tilted shape with respect to the Earth-Sun line (with different tilt angles for the ecliptic cut and the polar meridional cut).
Spherically symmetric model extension for lower distances < 3 R E
For lower geocentric distances (less than 3 R E ), the single scattering approach based on optically thin conditions loses its validity as the H-geocorona there tends to be optically thick for resonant Lyman-α scattering. The neutral H-density distribution for those lower distances is approximated by a www.ann-geophys.net/31/513/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 513-527, 2013 spherically symmetric (Chamberlain, 1963 )-like model:
We use this Chamberlain-like model as an extension for r < 3 R E of our spherically harmonic model (Eq. 2). That combined (extended) model provides H-density values from ≈ 1000 km altitude up to 10 R E geocentric distance. In order to get a (nearly) continuous H-density interface between the two models at r = 3 R E , we fit the Chamberlain-like model coefficients a and b to a = 32.745 ; b = 8.3845 .
The used two fit constraints are an H-density value at 1 R E , as published by (Carruthers et al., 1976) , and the spherically symmetric averaged H-density value from our seasonally averaged model at the interface geocentric distance of 3 R E . The H-density profile fit of the Chamberlain-like model and its adaption to our averaged spherical harmonic extension model profile at 3 R E is shown in Fig. 14 in segment (A) .
Interpolation of a daily H-density distribution for quiet solar minimum conditions
Since the geocoronal H-density distribution is changing periodically between the seasonal equinox and solstice, it seems to be reliable to calculate the H-density distribution for a particular day of the year by an (linear and time weighted) interpolation of the two seasonal H-density distributions where this day is situated in between. In Sect. 14 we present neutral geocoronal H-density fits for equinox and summer solstice separately. Since we do not have reliable winter-solstice data from TWINS between June 2008 and June 2010, we assume, instead, that the winter-solstice model is a z-axis inverted summer-solstice Hdensity model, which was also practiced by Hodges (1994) . Using this assumption a winter-solstice model for solar quiet conditions can be easily calculated from our summer-solstice model doing a z-axis inversion.
From that point all the neccessary seasonal equinox, summer-and winter solstices are known and a geocoronal Fig. 9 . Longitudinal H-density profiles for φ=0 • -360 • at 4 R E (left) and 8 R E (right) geocentric distance separate for the summersolstice-(blue), equinox-(red) and seasonal-averaged (gray) model fits.
H-density model can be interpolated for each day of the year, as long as the solar activity level is still low and stable.
Angular H-density dependences
For different geocentric distances r, the neutral geocoronal H-density distribution is mainly dominated by a power law decrease. In comparison to that strongly monotonically falling function over r, the angular dependences of the Hgeocorona seem to be quantitatively small.
Nevertheless, different longitudinal and latitudinal dependences of the neutral geocoronal H-density distribution exist and could be clearly found in our two seasonal model fits. The fit results suggest a cigar-like shaped neutral exospheric H-density structure aligned along the Earth-Sun line.
The main angular features are the noon/dusk-asymmetry in the ecliptic plane, the dayside/nightside-asymmetry, the H-density depletion over North-and South Pole and the dawn/dusk-asymmetry. These features are described in more detail in the following Sects. 18-21.
Figures 9 and 10 show the φ-and θ-profiles for two particular geocentric distances 4 R E and 8 R E separately for our equinox-, summer-solstice and the seasonally-averaged model fit.
Interestingly, both seasonal fits show a longitudinal deviation of their maximum dayside density of about −5 • with respect to the solar direction (see Fig. 9 ). This might be due to the aberration of the solar wind caused by the Earth's orbit around the Sun and is therefore interpretable as a sign for influences of enhanced hydrogen densities between bow shock and magnetopause to the exosphere below. Since many of the dayside LOS are lost due to solar stray light, that small deviation may also be an observational effect. ., 31, 513-527, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/513/2013/ 
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Noon/dusk and noon/dawn asymmetry
As one of the most obvious angular features within the ecliptic plane we found significant larger noon H-densities compared to the corresponding values at dusk or dawn side. This asymmetry can be directly seen in the ecliptic cuts (left side) of Fig. 8 for both seasonal fits and also within the longitudinal profiles in Fig. 9 . The effect is quantitatively among the strongest angular dependencies of the neutral H-geocorona which we found. It increases with geocentric distance r and appears stronger for the equinox compared to summer solstice.
Taken from the seasonal averaged fit, the noon/dusk density ratio value is 1.8 at 4 R E and even larger with > 2.2 at 8 R E . Since H-densities at dusk seemed to be lower than at dawn (see Sect. 21), the effect is more visible in the noon/dusk-ratio compared to the noon/dawn-ratio (see Fig. 9 ). The explanation of that asymmetry effect is currently under investigation.
Dayside/nightside asymmetry
Within the ecliptic plane, the noon side differs from the midnight side. In particular, for geocentric distances r > 6 R E (for summer solstice) and r > 8-9 R E (for equinox), respectively, the midnight H-densities tend to be larger than the corresponding noon H-densities (see Fig. 8 ).
This effect is qualitatively in good agreement with the behavior of the H-geotail-like phenomenon as reported by Østgaard et al. (2003) . The seasonal comparison of the Hgeotail-like structure in our fits leads to the result, that the effect becomes visible at lower distances at summer solstice (starting at 6 R E ) compared to the equinox situation (starting at ≈ 8-9 R E ) (see also the longitudinal profile at 8 R E in Fig. 9 ).
A possible physical contribution to this phenomena may be a more efficient transport process of energetic neutral Hatoms from the dayside to the nightside at solstice. Those energetic neutral H-atoms are created from solar wind protons by charge exchange reactions with cold geocoronal H-atoms near the Earth magnetopause.
Particularly the exospheric nightside Lyman-α intensities may need some corrections due to the optically thin approximation used in this paper.
Neutral H-density depletion over the North-and South Pole
Compared to the neutral geocoronal H-density at the day side (i.e. at noon), the corresponding values over the North-and South Pole of the Earth are depleted. This effect was predicted by the Hodges (1994) model and also reported by Bailey and Gruntman (2011) . The improved coverage per dataset in this work now allows a more reliable reconstruction of the neutral H-density depletion over the terrestrial polar regions. The degree of the depletion increases with geocentric distance r and appears comparable for both Earth poles. The depletion effect seems to be a little bit weaker for the North Pole compared to the South Pole. Since both TWINS1/2 satellites only observe from north towards south, the Northern Hemisphere is far better covered than the Southern. Therefore, this small density depletion difference between North-and South Pole may be an observational effect.
The latitudinal neutral H-density profiles at 4 R E and 8 R E are shown in Fig. 10 . The seasonal averaged H-density North Pole/noon-ratio is 0.62 at 4 R E and even smaller with 0.39 at 8 R E . The polar depletion effect is stronger for equinox compared to the summer solstice situation.
Mainly responsible for the polar regional neutral Hdensity depletion are enhanced charge exchange-and ionization reactions within the polar wind region and the increased inflow of charged, energetic particles within the Earth magnetic cusp region. Further investigation is needed to explain this effect quantitatively.
Dawn/dusk asymmetry
We found a significantly larger geocoronal H-density at the Earth morning side (dawn) compared to the evening side (dusk) for geocentric distances between 3-8 R E . This effect is clearly seen in both seasonal model fits and is stronger pronounced at equinox compared to summer solstice. Very interesting is the fact that the asymmetry decreases for larger geocentric distance r and will practically vanish beyond ≈ 8 R E .
Taken from the seasonal averaged fit, the ecliptic Hcolumn densities along LOS from 3-10 R E for longitudinal angles φ from dusk (90 • ) over midnight (180 • ) towards dawn (270 • ) were calculated and are presented in Fig. 11 equivalent to the same dawn/dusk Lyman-α intensity ratio (optically thin regime).
Interesting is the fact that a very similar behavior was published by Mierkiewicz et al. (2012) using a different, groundbased Balmer α observation method to find the H-column densities along lines of sight towards dusk and dawn from the night side of the Earth. The Balmer α resonant scattering intensity of a line of sight is in the first order also proportional to its neutral H-column density. Mierkiewicz et al. (2012) report a 20 % brighter Balmer α intensity of the morning side compared to the evening side. Their value can be transformed into a dawn/dusk H-column density ratio of about 1.2, which is in very good agreement with our result.
The neutral H-density model fit published by Bailey and Gruntman (2011) shows the opposite effect of a roughly 25 % larger dusk-value compared to the dawn-value. This perhaps might have to do with a less complete geocoronal data coverage in their analysis.
Taken from the Hodges (1994) model at exobase heights (480 km), the neutral H-density ratio n(exobase) dawn /n(exobase) dusk has a value of about 2.9 under solar quiet conditions. With increasing geocentric distances that ratio decreases for the [Hodges, 1994] model very fast and has nearly vanished for geocentric distances r ≥ 2.5 R E . Different from Hodges (1994) , both ratios of our seasonal TWINS-model fits decrease much slower with geocentric distance. As visible in Fig. 9 , our seasonal TWINS-model fits show dawn/dusk H-density ratio of 1.4 (equinox) respective 1.35 (solstice) at r = 4 R E and still remarkable values up to larger geocentric distances between 4 and 8 R E .
That may indicate the existence of an additional process that transports neutral H-atoms from lower exobase heights (≈ 500 km) along eccentric elliptic orbits up to much higher orbital regions. At larger geocentric distances of r ≥ 4 R E , hydrogen atoms of the so-called "elliptic" type may be the dominant contributors to the exospheric H-density (Fahr and Shizgal, 1983; Richter et al., 1979) . Elliptic-or satellite-type particles are injected into their orbits above the exobase and can orbit Earth several times without undergoing collisions. Since those orbits most likely are very eccentric, the orbiting H-atoms due to slowest orbital motion can be found with the highest probability near their orbital apogee positions. This causes a pronounced H-density enhancement near their apogee regions, which is in fact most likely opposite to their injection points (near the perigees). The TWINS LAD observed dawn/dusk-asymmetry at r > 3 R E may be a sign for a more efficient injection to the relevant elliptic orbits near the dusk exobase compared to the dawn exobase. It is nevertheless very encouraging to look for the explanation of the observed dawn/dusk H geocoronal asymmetry as given in terms of the above mentioned transport process.
Seasonal effects compared to Hodges (1994)
These presented seasonal neutral exospheric H-density fits for equinox and summer solstice can be compared to the corresponding seasonal models for low solar activity by Hodges (1994) .
For the equinox, the TWINS LAD data and our fit results, respectively, compared to the equinox- (Hodges, 1994) model are in good agreement. This can be seen in Fig. 12 (left plot), where the TWINS1/2 measured Lyman-α intensity profile (black) is plotted against the intensity profile as predicted by the equinox- (Hodges, 1994) model (red) . Additionally, in Fig. 13 the radial H-density profile of our equinox model fit (black) is plotted together with the profile of the equinox- (Hodges, 1994) For the summer solstice the situation is a little different. In that case the solstice (Hodges, 1994) profile shows larger Lyman-α intensities compared to those measured by TWINS1/2 (see Fig. 12 , right plot). Hodges (1994) predicts within his model a somewhat denser neutral H exosphere at summer solstice compared to equinox, which we cannot confirm from TWINS observations and our analysis results so far. The solstice (Hodges, 1994 ) model contains ≈ 20-25 % more neutral H-atoms in total (between 3-10 R E ) compared to the equinox (Hodges, 1994) model. Different from that is the H-atom number in our solstice-model fit ≈ 10 % less than in our equinox-model fit. This discrepancy can be seen in Fig. 12 (right plot) and is also obvious by comparing both radial density profiles as shown in Fig. 13 (our TWINS solstice model = red; the Hodges (1994) solstice model = cyan). Fig. 14 shows the comparison of our (seasonal-averaged) TWINS1/2 radial H-density profile with radial profiles of 4 other density models (within the optically thin regime for geocentric distances between 3-10 R E ). As visible from Fig. 14, our (seasonal-averaged) model profile is in best agreement with the profiles from Østgaard et al. (2003) and Rairden et al. (1986) . The two profiles from Bailey and Gruntman (2011) and Zoennchen et al. (2011) are reasonably close as well. The neutral H-density from our seasonal-averaged model at the subsolar point at 10 R E is with 18 cm −3 close to the value of 4-11 cm −1 found with a different method (using IBEX-ENA-and Cluster3-proton data) by Fuselier et al. (2010) . Fig. 14 shows the radial symmetric extension of our model towards lower geocentric distances < 3 R E using a best-fit Chamberlain-like model as described in Sect. 15.
Comparison with other models
Segment (B) in
Segment (A) in
For a particular geocentric distance of 5 R E we compared our (ecliptic) H-densities for solar zenith angles φ between 90 • (dusk) and 180 • (midnight) with the solar zenith angle profiles published by Østgaard et al. (2003) and calculated from the model published by Bailey and Gruntman (2011) (see Fig. 15 ). The H-density was normalized to 1 at φ = 90 • . Our seasonal-averaged model profile and the profile by Østgaard et al. (2003) both increase from dusk to midnight in a similar way. The solar zenith profile calculated from the model by Bailey and Gruntman (2011) shows, however, a different behavior with a H-density decrease from 90 • to 180 • .
Range of validity (distance, solar activity, time)
Valid distances -from geocentric distance between 3-8 R E : The fits were done using TWINS1/2 LAD lines of sight with geocentric intersection distances larger than 3 R E in order to be able to use the optically thin approximation. A Chamberlain-like density model for the lower regions, as described in Sect. 15, was used to present an adapted (spheric symmetric) model extension for lower altitude regions down to 1000 km.
Valid solar conditions -quiet, solar minimum conditions (F 10.7cm < 100): The fits were done using data from the solar minimum with solar radio fluxes 
Conclusions
Compared to our earlier results (Zoennchen et al., 2010 (Zoennchen et al., , 2011 , this paper presents an extended tomographic Lyman-α analysis of the exospheric hydrogen distribution under solar minimum conditions. For the first time (partly simultaneous) Lyman-α measurements from both of the satellites TWINS1 and TWINS2 during the period from June 2008 to June 2010 were used. Since during that period the solar radiation conditions were relatively constant and prevailed under stable minimum conditions, a nearly constant geocoronal hydrogen exosphere could be expected for identical seasonal days. This allowed us to collect TWINS1/2-data of (spring and fall) equinox and summer solstice from different years in two seasonal-combined datasets, leading to a significantly increased spatial coverage of the exosphere. Based on these seasonal-combined databases, two typical exospheric hydrogen density distributions for summer solstice and equinox conditions were derived. For both of these seasonal conditions we found the density distributions well aligned with the Earth-Sun line with a small longitudinal deviation of about −5 • upsun. This deviation might be due to the aberration effect caused by the Earth's orbit around the Sun. In addition we found significant density depletions over the Earth magnetic poles which slightly differ seasonally. Also, noon densities are greater by up to a factor of 2 compared to the dawn and dusk densities. On the night side, evidence for a geotail-like structure with increased density compared to noon was found pronounced at geocentric distances between 6-8 R E .
Most remarkably, a dawn-dusk density asymmetry with 1.3 higher H-densities on the dawn side was discovered. The expectable dawn-to-dusk density ratio at exobasic heights (see Hodges, 1994 ) was found to be more strongly pronounced at larger heights (3 to 8 R E ) where H-atoms on elliptic orbits start dominating the local exospheric hydrogen densities. The effect decreases with increasing geocentric distance. As a possible explanation we present an orbital transportation effect, where satellite H-atoms might be more effectively injected into circumterrestrial orbits on the dusk side than on the dawn side and then form a more pronounced density near their (opposite situated) apogee regions.
